
ABSTRACT 
 
 
AFFAN HILMAN SUTARTO. People Satisfaction Analysis on Land First 
Registration Service Quality on Larasita. Under Direction of AIDA VITAYALA 
S. HUBEIS and FEBRIANTINA DEWI. 
 

The purpose of this study is to analyzing people satisfaction on land first 
registration on Larasita service in Kabupaten Bogor Land Office region; analyzing 
the main priority factors of the Kabupaten Bogor Land Office to improve; and to 
propose the managerial implication for increasing people satisfaction on land First 
registration service quality on Larasita. The result from People Satisfaction Index 
(PSI) analyze, that most of people have a good perception for the service quality 
with a scor 3,79 (grade B) which it means the service was in a good performance. 
In other case, the kartesius diagram justified which performance factors are must 
to be improving. From the diagram, it is known that 4 factors are have to be 
improving, 4 factors have been satisfied, 1 factors can be erasing and 5 factors are 
over performance. To improve the low performance, Kabupaten Bogor Land 
Office should do this strategy which are 1) give an improvement free space for the 
service unit that makes this unit adaptable to any situation and condition. 2) It 
needs to Socializing the terms and agreement of the service intensifly, to make 
people more understanding for it. In same case, it needs to enrichment the 
relationship with the village government in case to improve they ability to help 
the service unit. 3) Give a clear and comprehensif information to decrease people 
confusion about it. 4) build a relationship with other institution which have 
determination to the service and do the same day service to makes people easier 
completing the service. 5) Give an information intensifly in case to make a clear 
understanding for the people about the service. 6) Increase the amount of less 
resources in quality or quantity. 7) Erasing a number of direct cost which it should 
be state cost. 8) Improving the package of the land sertificate and increasing the 
awareness of land indetification processing. 9) More tranparancy of service cost to 
make people have a clear information about this thing.  
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